Have you just landed in Zaventem or Charleroi and are wondering how to reach Brussels from the airport? Several options are available to you. We have selected the simplest ones for you, taking into account fares and travel times.

Brussels – Charleroi – direct to St Job

### Getting to Uccle from Zaventem airport

Zaventem is the official airport of Brussels and it is located 19km from Uccle. On your plane ticket, it will appear under the abbreviation BRU. Here are the main means of transport you will find there.

#### The train

Many trains from the **SNCB network** pass through Zaventem airport and allow you to easily reach Brussels and other cities in Belgium.

- **Ticket price:** €20 for a one-way ticket.
- **Journey time:** about 35 minutes
- **Frequency:** every 10-15 mins
- **Hours:** 5 a.m. to 12 a.m. (you can consult the details [here](#))
- **Location:** level -1

First, go to the information desks to find out which trains stop at Brussels-North, Brussels-Central and Brussels-Midi stations. You can buy your ticket at the kiosks or online. It is valid for all trains heading to Brussels on the date shown on the ticket.

**Be careful if you are French-speaking**, Zaventem is located in the Flemish zone, and once on the platform, all trains will be signaled only in Dutch. Short glossary: *Brussel-*
The bus

STIB bus line 12 [Airport Line](#) to the Luxembourg stop or you can take bus 60 to the [Observatoire](#) stop.

Ticket price: €4.50 for a one-way ticket (€6 if you buy it on board the bus).

- Journey time: about 40-55 minutes
- Frequency: between 10 and 30 minutes depending on the schedule
- Hours: from 5:40 a.m. to 12:30 a.m. [detail timetable line 12](#)
- Location: level 0

You can buy your ticket at the [GO kiosks](#) on platform C or directly on the bus.

The taxi

You will find taxis on the arrivals level. To recognize a licensed taxi, check that it displays the black and yellow checkered stripes.

- **Price of the race:** around 50€
- Journey time: 30-40 minutes
- Location: level +2 – exterior

Getting to Brussels from Charleroi airport

Charleroi is located 60km from the center of Brussels and is therefore much further away than Zaventem. This airport is also called Brussels South. On your plane ticket, it will appear under the abbreviation CRL. Here are the main means of transport you will find there.

Shuttles

This is the simplest solution since the [Flibco shuttles](https://www.flibco.com) take you directly to the Gare du Midi in Brussels.

Ticket price: €14.20 for a one-way ticket purchased on the website (€17 if you buy it at the airport counter or from the driver (be careful, for the latter, payment only by card)). Please note that children under 4 travel free with their parents (max. 1 child per adult).
• Journey time: about 1 hour  
• Frequency: every 20-30 mins  
• Times: from 4:30 a.m. to 1 a.m. (you can consult them here.)  
• Location: opposite exit 4

You can buy your ticket at the airport counter, on board the shuttles or online. The ticket is valid on the chosen date and until 4am the next morning.

Arriving at Brussels South station, you can take the STIB network - tram 4, level – 2, to the Héros stop in Uccle. Then you take bus 37 to the Observatoire stop.

• Journey time: about 40-50 minutes  
• Frequency: between 10 and 15 minutes depending on the schedule  
• Times: from 5.40 a.m. to 11.30 p.m. detailed timetables for line 4 and line 37  
• Location: level -2 and exterior.

Other means of transport

At Charleroi airport, you can of course take a taxi. But it will cost you the tidy sum of +/- 100€ to reach Uccle.

Lost item at Brussels airport

When you arrive at Brussels airport or when you leave, you may have dropped a valuable item or forgotten it in one of its restaurants. There is a dedicated service to find your lost items at the airport. You can also report a lost item at Brussels airport: website.